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Decision 1

Yes

Does response have
language issues
more than
occasionally
in terms of
complexity,
accuracy, or
fluency?

No

Decision 3B
No

Does response
have any major
problems with
coherence,
organization, or
elaboration?

Does response have
major language
issues that indicate
restricted language
resources?

Yes

Yes

Response is not
reasonable interpretation
of prompt.

Score of 7
Response to the prompt is consistently readable at
sentence and discourse level (i.e., writer builds a
coherent argument and response has no salient
language issues to interfere with or obscure meaning),
but the response lacks a level of insightful elaboration
and/or sophistication of language that distinguishes a
level 9 response.
Score of 5
Response to the prompt demonstrates a mix of
strengths and weaknesses, but some elements of the
response interfere with writer’s ability to compose
response or communicate message.
Profile A: Few language issues in terms of CAF but
some salient issues with argumentation. Performance
is borderline, and priority for student’s learning should
be on argumentation (rhetorical awareness, argument
structure, etc.).
Profile B: Some salient language issues in terms of CAF
but no major issues with argumentation. Performance
is borderline, and priority for student’s learning should
be language proficiency.

Decision 2B
Yes

Does response
consistently use
insightful
elaboration and
sophisticated
language?
No

Does response
have any major
problems with
coherence,
organization, or
elaboration?

No

Yes

Score of 9
Response to the prompt consistently demonstrates
accurate and complex language use and makes a
coherent, organized, and insightful argument. At a
language level (lexis, grammar, syntax), response not
only lacks salient issues that would interfere with
reading or understanding, but it frequently uses
sophisticated language and insightful elaboration that
enhance writer’s ability to communicate with reader.

Score of 3
Response to the prompt demonstrates a mix of
strengths and weaknesses, but many elements of the
response interfere with writer’s ability to communicate
clearly, accurately, or coherently. Response has salient
and substantial language issues in terms of one or
more of the following: complexity, accuracy, or
fluency, but is generally readable. There is a stance
with some elaboration, but major problems with
argumentation (e.g., coherence, organization, logic).
Score of 1
Response has major language issues that indicate
restricted language proficiency. Response may be
frequently difficult to read and/or understand due to
major issues with language, or response does not make
a minimally acceptable argument.

